
HI and thank you for helping to make my idea for The Remnant 
comic book a reality!

Enclosed you will find a sample script and sample breakdowns, 
Please feel free to be as creative with the page layout as you 
like!!   I have also attached some sample layouts that I find 
really cool!

Again, Thanks for working with Grok! Comics. I look forward to 
seeing your creativity manifested!

We are looking for artists who can produce exciting, energetic 
work and creative layouts, similar to 90’s Image comics.



Layout Inspirations:





STORY 1
Weapon Eyez



WEAPON EYES: THE POWER

Scene: Pyramid in the desert. Camel passing by. Top left of panel 
Apollyon is descending on the pyramid.

Caption: “My lords, your children have lost faith”

Scene: Egyptian man kneeling before a sarcophagus. Candles 
are lighting a small pyramid room. The man is holding an ankh 
over his head as he prays. Through the wall above him Apollyon 
is appearing through the wall, unseen by Weapon Eyez

Weapon Eyez: “But I remain faithful. I plead for you to pass on 
your divine gifts, that I may make you names known to this 
world”



Scene: Apollyon now transformed into a glowing figure is 
speaking to weapon who is looking up at him, still on his knees. 

Apollyon: Greetings faithful servant. The gods have answered 
your prayer. We choose you to be our emissary to this 
unfaithful generation. We will give you the power to punish the 
unbelievers and show our magnificence. Will you accept this?

Scene: Weapon Eyez now standing and there is a glow around 
him

Weapon Eyez: I do

Scene: Weapon Eyes standing in a powerful pose, he is now 
transformed into his costume and power form.

Apollyon: Arise Weapon Eyez, your destiny awaits you!



WEAPON EYES REFERENCES



Apollyon



STORY: B
RAYTHEON



RAYTHEON
Caption: It was not that long ago that I at my lowest point in life. I was ready to end it all.

Scene: Raytheon (in civilian clothes) standing on the ledge of the Spectrum Corp Building. Ready to jump off.
Caption: Then God sent a messenger to rescue me, and remind me what a gift life is. 
Scene: Grok showing Raytheon his future as a superhero
Caption: With renewed purpose and a divine mission. I set out to make the most of my life.
Scene: Raytheon working in his lab constructing his gauntlets and super suit.
Caption: When I put on this suit, I feel so alive, like I am at my best.
Raytheon in the sky Flying powerfully and joyfully
Caption:  Whether battling villains in the sky or creating tech in my lab
I know for sure, I am right where I am supposed to be, doing what I was born to do!
Collage of Raytheon battling XXXXXX, In his lab with Tek:9, Some other heroic act using is gauntlets in a “green 
Lantern/Dr Spectrum” kind of way



RAYTHEON REFERENCES



TEK:9
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